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OverviewOverview

● Why Do We Do Quant Trading?
● What Are Our Goals?
● It's Hard To Find An Edge
● We Need To Find New Alphas
● Common Quant Workflow (Bad)
● Professional Quant Workflow (Good)
● If You Want To Learn More...



  

Why Do We Do Quant Trading?Why Do We Do Quant Trading?



  

Academic InterestAcademic Interest

Personal IncomePersonal Income
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Academic InterestAcademic Interest



  

Quantitative trading requires cutting edge 
research into statistical machine learning, 

signals analysis and data science.

It is deeply technical, extremely 
intellectually stimulating and highly 

rewarding. Not many areas of study can 
offer those qualities.



  

● Deep learningDeep learning
● Reinforcement learningReinforcement learning
● Time series analysisTime series analysis
● Bayesian statisticsBayesian statistics

● Signals analysisSignals analysis
● CryptographyCryptography

● Sentiment analysisSentiment analysis
● Remote observationRemote observation



  

Personal IncomePersonal Income



  

Running your own capital allows you to 
work at home, spending time on 

interesting research and programming 
challenges.

If your strategies possess the correct 
characteristics, you can also consider 

managing external capital. 



  

Managing CapitalManaging Capital



  

Prop trading allows you to profit-share 
with an external firm. They often 

provide infrastructure and a place to 
meet other quants/traders.

Quantopian have changed the model 
by bringing it all online. 

Visit: 
https://www.quantopian.com/fund 



  

Or, you can set up a quant hedge fund.
 

Despite the recent compliance and 
regulation overhead, it is still lucrative under 

the “2 and 20” structure.

However, running a hedge fund is more 
about raising capital, investor relations, 

compliance management and hiring 
researchers/developers.

It is much less about researching your own 
quant trading strategies.



  

What Are Our Goals?What Are Our Goals?



  

To Find Sources of AlphaTo Find Sources of Alpha



  

What is “Alpha”?What is “Alpha”?

● Many uses/definitions in quant finance

● Basically they all mean a new stream of returns 
uncorrelated with other “known” sources

● Can be thought of as a function applied to a time series 
that produces predictions/weights of assets for the next 
time-period/rebalance  Roughly the “strategy”→

● The main idea is to look for approaches that others 
don't know about, otherwise it's not an “alpha”, it's a 
“beta” 

● A “beta” is a well-known risk factor, such as market 
movements, sector movements or other factor 
movements (size/value).



  

Personal Income - GoalsPersonal Income - Goals

● High Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

● Absorption of regular withdrawals for income (we need to 
eat)

● High Sharpe is good, but we can tolerate periods of drawdown

● Should have low/zero market beta, otherwise why not just 
buy low expense index funds and sit on the beach?

● Main advantage is that we can target capacity constrained 
strategies (sub $1MM) with high Sharpe and low utilisation

– Quant funds won't touch these as it's not worth their time

– It means these alphas are less utilised by lots of “smart 
money” and should thus have longer duration alpha decay



  

Managing Capital - GoalsManaging Capital - Goals

● Mainly: Uncorrelated, risk-adjusted returns – alpha!

– Good out-of-sample Sharpe and Information Ratio

● Low drawdowns

● Zero market beta (“hedged” funds)

● Low correlation to peers (other funds)

– e.g. not just another trend-following CTA

● Active trading for statistical validation

– Otherwise start a private equity fund!

● Clear structural economic reason for alpha

– e.g. behavioural investing (irrational behaviour)

● Robust risk management and portfolio construction

– What risks are you actually targeting?



  

...It's Much Harder to Find Alpha...It's Much Harder to Find Alpha

But There's a Problem...But There's a Problem...



  

Information DiffusionInformation Diffusion

Open Source SoftwareOpen Source Software

Data AvailabilityData Availability

Alpha DecayAlpha Decay



  

Information DiffusionInformation Diffusion

● The Internet allows smart ideas to reach a lot of people, 
very quickly

● “Smart money” piles in to those alpha ideas which work

● Alpha decays quickly, slice of “alpha pie” decreases with 
each new entrant

● Now alphas actually become betas

● Information diffusion is constrained, however:

– Complexity: Can't implement it if you don't understand 
it!

– Difficulty: HFT requires vast infrastructure expenditure, 
not available to most retailers (or some firms!)



  

Open Source SoftwareOpen Source Software

● Free, highly robust and continually improves

● Python

– Anaconda, NumPy, Pandas, Scikit-Learn, PyMC3, TensorFlow

– zipline, QSTrader, pySystemTrade

● R

– All of statitistical modelling at your fingertips

– quantmod

● Anybody can test strategies out in minutes

– Moore's Law ensures this will become exponentially quicker

● Increases alpha decay



  

Data AvailabilityData Availability

● Good price/volume data is (almost) becoming free

– Even for non-equities asset classes
● Much easier to access with APIs

– e.g. Quandl, Quantopian
● Everyone has access to it

– Can be downloaded automatically, at scale
● Alternative sources

– Social media, observation data (satellites), aerial 
drone sensing (visual/LiDAR)



  

Alpha DecayAlpha Decay

● Eventually everybody implements the strategy
● Edge is arbitraged away, as there is only a 

finite “pie” to go around  → Capacity constraint
● Strategy ceases to generate returns beyond 

risk taken and transaction costs paid
● New alphas must be sourced

● ...This is quantitative trading research in a 
nutshell.



  

All The Old Tricks Are Gone!All The Old Tricks Are Gone!



  

We Need to Find We Need to Find 
New Sources of AlphaNew Sources of Alpha



  

New AlphaNew Alpha

● In the data?

● New strategies? 
– ArXiv, SSRN, journals, books...

● Or...improving our research workflow?



  

A Common Retail A Common Retail 
Quant WorkflowQuant Workflow



  

Visit quant blogosphere 
and find “cool new 

indicator”

Visit quant blogosphere 
and find “cool new 

indicator”

Test out indicator on 
favourite pricing data
Test out indicator on 
favourite pricing data

Backtested CAGR is 
higher than live strategy
Backtested CAGR is 

higher than live strategy

Liquidate and switch to 
new strategy - 

run it for a while

Liquidate and switch to 
new strategy - 

run it for a while



  

Don't Do This!Don't Do This!



  

Common Quant Workflow is BadCommon Quant Workflow is Bad

● Generates too many transaction costs through frequent 
full liquidation

● Too much human intervention  → It isn't “systematic”

● Strategy timeframes are not being fully explored

– The distribution of returns is not being sampled 
enough

● Will tend to exit strategy after heavy drawdowns

– Significant erosion of capital
● No consideration of a long term portfolio of chosen 

risk/return profiles



  

Professional Quant WorkflowProfessional Quant Workflow



  

Investment ThesisInvestment Thesis

Data Acquisition and CleansingData Acquisition and Cleansing

Universe DefinitionUniverse Definition

Strategy/Alpha DevelopmentStrategy/Alpha Development

Model EnsemblingModel Ensembling

Portfolio Construction and Risk ManagementPortfolio Construction and Risk Management

ExecutionExecution



  

Investment ThesisInvestment Thesis



  

We want a structural economic rationale for 
why the efficient market hypothesis is  

inapplicable to a selection of financial assets 
over our investment period.

A technical indicator is not a structural 
rationale, rather it is a lagged filter applied to a 

time series, often without justification. 



  

● Commodity supply/demand  OPEC, heating oil shortage, →
excessively hot/cold weather requiring additional electricity 
for AC/heating

● Index arbitrage (ETF, underlying constituents)

● Equity market anomalies, see Zacks (2011)

● Earnings modelling via alternative data sources

– Counting cars in parking lots of retail stores via satellites

– Oil tank storage via floating tank shadow heights

– Using drones/LiDAR to calculate volume of mining 
deposits

● Great fun to talk about, but we'd be here for weeks...

Structural Rationale ExamplesStructural Rationale Examples



  

● Think like a scientist and use the scientific method

– Make observations about the world

– Form (investment) hypothesis

– Develop testable predictions

– Gather/use data to test predictions (simulated backtest)

● Look in places others aren't looking

– Long-form research reports from large investment banks/equity houses 
(some good stuff here)

– Trade journals in O&G, energy, mining, technology, agriculture for sector 
trends

● Be aware of presented results, they usually contain a survivorship bias

– You don't know how many results a researcher rejected first!

Actionable TipsActionable Tips



  

Data Acquisition and CleansingData Acquisition and Cleansing



  

The defining aspect of the quantitative 
approach to investing is to make 

decisions based on available data, 
rather than hunches, guesses or 

intuition.



  

● Asset pricing data

● Fundamental data

● Regulatory/filing data

● Macroeconomic data

● Satellite/remote observation data

● Newspaper/blog data

● Social media data

● ...and combinations thereof

Data SourcesData Sources



  

● Bad ticks/bars  Spike checker→

● Missing data  Interpolation/imputation?→

● Corporate actions  Back/forward adjustment→

● Historical adjustment  Version control?→

● Data-sensitive strategy performance

– Mean-reversion is highly sensitive to outliers
● Quandl and Quantopian have largely eliminated 

these issues (at least for US equities markets)  Yay!→

Data CleansingData Cleansing



  

● Build a cloud-based Securities Master of your 
chosen assets (Amazon RDS/PostgreSQL/HDF5)

● Use cron-job/task-manager to update at desired 
frequency automatically and send out 
emails/SMS/notifications if spike checker notices 
something odd

● As much as possible, never feed un-checked data 
directly into an algo (errors/outliers can cause 
havoc) – but must strike a balance between 
checking and automation!

Actionable TipsActionable Tips



  

Universe DefinitionUniverse Definition



  

The underlying investment thesis may not apply 
to all assets in our data set. This necessitates a 
careful subset selection that will provide the 

final trading research dataset.



  

● Survivorship bias  Include delisted equities→

● Liquidity constraints  Illiquidity and ADV limits, although →
often not a problem for most derivatives or forex!

● Certain instrument types, such as ETFs and ADRs, behave 
differently to corporate equity

● Specifically, we're not just “throwing indicators” at every 
asset time series under the sun

● Instead we are being extremely careful to check whether 
investment thesis applies to each asset/instrument and 
including as many as possible within that constraint

Subset SelectionSubset Selection



  

● Collect as much data as you can but don't use it all for 
every investment thesis

● You must look beyond price/volume in “new era of big 
data”

● Understand structural details of certain asset classes

– e.g. What really drives an ETF? Demand for itself and 
underlying assets, liquidity of both etc.

– e.g. ADRs have multiple “hidden” risks, such as 
currency exposures, local/remote interest rate 
exposures  Not just simply trading a remote asset →
on local exchange

Actionable TipsActionable Tips



  

Strategy/Alpha DevelopmentStrategy/Alpha Development



  

With investment thesis and data universe in hand it is necessary 
to codify trading strategy rules – aka “designing alphas”. 

Asset choices need to be intelligently ranked in order to make 
portfolio construction and risk management tractable.

Identification and optimisation of model parameters requires 
significant care to avoid overfitting.



  

● Alpha development is a continual process

– You never stop looking for new sources of alpha

● Codifying alpha rules is challenging as there are many approaches

– No “best” approach, it is dependent on your portfolio and risk 
concerns

– It's an opportunity to create multiple uncorrelated models

● Strategy should lead to an “objective function”, which is used to 
rank each set of assets

– Usually this is some form of highest predicted risk-adjusted 
returns stream for each asset

– Necessary for portfolio allocation at each rebalance

Strategy DevelopmentStrategy Development



  

Actionable TipsActionable Tips

● Don't throw indicators or machine learning models at 
data  This is just overfitting in disguise and has no →
structural economic rationale

● Minimise parameters of the model as much as 
possible to avoid overfitting  Keep models relatively →
simple

● Alphas should be unintuitive to those who don't think 
too much about it, but intuitive to those who sit down 
and give it some thought!

– Minimises alpha decay



  

Model EnsemblingModel Ensembling



  

Quant funds often have many separate models 
implemented for the same investment thesis.

“Ensembling” of separate models usually leads to 
greater overall prediction accuracy compared to 

a single model.



  

Model EnsemblesModel Ensembles

● Has a basis in statistical machine learning theory

● Many machine learning models are ensembles of simpler 
variants

– Random Forests are ensembles of Decision Trees that 
attempt to minimise correlation between each tree

– Boosting leads to AdaBoost and xgBoost algorithms 
● Can apply same principle to predictive models for individual 

investment thesis

● Assuming models are relatively uncorrelated, should expect a 
greater prediction accuracy and reduced variance in 
prediction



  

Actionable TipsActionable Tips

● Spend time learning about ensemble methods

– Bootstrap aggregating (“bagging”) and Boosting

– ISL (2013), ESL (2009), Murphy (2012), Bishop (2007)
● Python/Scikit-Learn and R make this very easy to 

implement

● Be very careful to avoid arbitrarily combining learners

– Make sure each ML model is justified well by your 
original investment thesis

– Otherwise it will simply lead to overfitting



  

Portfolio ConstructionPortfolio Construction
and Risk Managementand Risk Management



  

Quantitative portfolio construction is all 
about directed consideration for which 
risks to bet on and which to filter out.

We neutralise out market beta and 
other well-known risk factors (size, value) 

and attempt to bet on unknown or 
underutilised risk factors - “alphas”.



  

● Any portfolio can be viewed as a weighted set of risks

– Our task is to skillfully determine weights under constraints
● Overriding goal is to find uncorrelated sources of risk/return – 

new alphas – to continually diversify portfolio

● Well-known risk factors are implemented by large numbers of 
funds across the industry

– Sudden large exodus can lead to cascade sell-offs  Large →
drawdown for your portfolio

– If everybody knows about it, it's not an alpha, it's a beta!
● “It's a risk not an edge!”

Portfolio Construction - Portfolio Construction - 
PhilosophyPhilosophy



  

● For every rebalance period (secondly  monthly)↔

– Re-run predictive model ensemble on universe 

– Generate a new ideal portfolio allocation

– Calculate the “diff” of orders between new portfolio and 
current portfolio

● Transaction costs limit rebalance rate

– Never truly achieve the ideal portfolio

– Always a trade-off between speed to market and cost of 
achieving it

Portfolio Construction - Portfolio Construction - 
MechanicsMechanics



  

Risk management involves many factors. Sector 
exposure, volatility levels, bet size, technology 

failure and counterparty risk are just some of the 
considerations.

Risk management and position sizing are vastly 
different for institutional and retail quants.



  

● Main consideration  → Don't lose capital!

● Use quantitative position sizing

– Kelly Criterion
● Capital constraints limit aspects of portfolio design

– Can't take as many bets (less statistically valid)
– Can't diversify as strongly (potentially higher vol)

● Prop trading minimises this problem, at the expense of 
profit sharing

Retail Risk ManagementRetail Risk Management



  

● Risk is not just standard deviation of returns

● Ensure high statistical likelihood of returns 

– Make sure bets are uncorrelated as much as possible

– Don't allocate much capital to each bet...but take a lot of them!
● Minimise drawdowns via large expected return per unit of risk

– High in-sample Sharpe and Information Ratios

– Good out-of-sample Sharpe and Information Ratios
● Use multiple brokers/market access to avoid counterparty risk

– Anecdote: Previous fund I worked at were client of MF Global

– Counterparty risk is not just an academic problem!

Professional Risk ManagementProfessional Risk Management



  

● Always know what you're actually betting on

– Remove betas that you don't want to risk
– Betas include market, sectors, common risk factors, 

other fund peers (e.g. trend-following CTAs)
● Determine if left over “alphas” yield sufficiently after 

transaction costs and removal of other betas

● Simulate variable rebalancing rates to optimise 
tradeoff between costs and market access 

● Calculate the rate at which your alphas decay

Actionable TipsActionable Tips



  

ExecutionExecution



  

Execution optimisation is a balance between trading 
before our alpha's predictive power is gone and 

not spending too much on getting to market. 



  

Execution OptimisationExecution Optimisation

● Speed of execution

– Latency: Cloud/VPS, Co-location

– Order type: Market or Limit

– Algo: TWAP, VWAP etc.
● What is the prediction horizon of our model?

– Effective duration of predictions might be short
● Market impact

– Are our orders letting others know what we're up to?

– Plenty of smart HFT firms on the other side of the 
transaction!



  

● Calculate descriptive stats about your latency

– Mean, median, std  Know how long it takes to get to →
market

● If using cloud-based VPS, try different geographic 
regions  Ideally be as close as possible to brokerage →
servers or exchange

● Optimise alpha decay/market access using market or 
limit orders

– Tricky to backtest
– Can't easily simulate market impact

Actionable TipsActionable Tips



  

SummarySummary

● Understand your personal long term objectives
● Think like a scientist
● Look where others aren't looking
● Use a professional research workflow
● Portfolio construction is really risk construction
● Realise that all alphas eventually become betas
● Constantly seek new sources of alpha



  

If You Want To Learn More...If You Want To Learn More...

● Grinold (1989), CdeST (2002) and follow-on references

● “Handbook of Equity Market Anomalies” – Leonard Zachs (2011)

● “Finding Alphas” - Igor Tulchinsky et al (2015)

● “Systematic Trading” - Rob Carver (2015)

● “Algorithmic Trading” - Ernie Chan (2013)

● “Stocks on the Move” - Andreas Clenow (2015)

● Jonathan Larkin, CIO at Quantopian  Blog posts→

● QuantStart.com

– Expect a post soon on this talk with full slides and references



  

Thanks!

Q&A?
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